CALL TO ORDER
Lieutenant Governor Mark Robinson, President
The Honorable Lisa S. Barnes
Senator from Nash County

JOURNAL APPROVAL
RATIFICATION OF BILLS ORDERED ENROLLED
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
REPORTS OF SELECT COMMITTEES
INTRODUCTIONS
MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
VETO MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
SPECIAL ORDERS
GENERAL ORDERS

LOCAL BILLS

THIRD READING-ROLL CALL
HB 206
LOUISBURG ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE.

   5-12-21   Rules
   6-7-21   w/d Rules; rerefer Ag/Ener/Envir; if fav St/Loc Gov; if fav Rules
   6-15-21   unfav Com Sub; Sen Ag/Ener/Envir Com Sub adopted; rerefer St/Loc Gov;
             w/d St/Loc Gov; rerefer Finance; if fav Rules
   6-30-21   fav; rerefer Rules
   8-3-21    fav
   8-4-21    passed 2nd rdg; cal 8-9-21

SECOND READING
HB 365
ASHEVILLE AIRPORT AUTH./AUTHORIZED USES.

   5-12-21   Rules
   5-20-21   w/d Rules; rerefer St/Loc Gov; if fav Rules
   6-7-21    w/d St/Loc Gov; rerefer Transp; if fav Rules
   8-4-21    unfav Com Sub; Sen Transp Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
   8-5-21    fav
LOCAL BILLS (continued)

CONFERENCE REPORT FOR ADOPTION

SB 150  Daniel
VARIOUS LOCAL ACT CHANGES.  Conf Com Sub

2-25-21  Rules; w/d Rules; rerefer St/Loc Gov; if fav Rules
3-10-21  fav; rerefer Rules
3-11-21  fav
3-15-21  passed 2nd & 3rd rdgs
7-15-21  rec'd for concur H Com Sub #3; cal 7-21-21
7-21-21  fails to concur H Com Sub
7-22-21  Senate and House appt conf com
8-5-21  Conf Rpt submitted; cal 8-9-21

PUBLIC BILLS

SECOND READING

HB 78  Blackwell, Clemmons, Elmore, Hurley  3rd Ed.
VARIOUS EDUCATION CHANGES.  S Com Sub

2-24-21  Rules
7-15-21  w/d Rules; rerefer Ed/Higher Ed; if fav Rules
8-4-21  unfav Com Sub; Sen Ed/Higher Ed Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
8-5-21  fav

HB 121  K. Hall
CLARIFY EQIP FUNDING/DREDGING COST-SHARE.  S Com Sub No. 2

3-8-21  Rules
4-1-21  w/d Rules; rerefer Ag/Ener/Envir; if fav Rules
6-15-21  unfav Com Sub; Sen Ag/Ener/Envir Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules; w/d
Rules; rerefer Transp; if fav Rules
8-4-21  unfav S Com Sub; Sen Transp Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
8-5-21  fav

HB 729  Yarborough, Hardister, Bradford, Brody  3rd Ed.
CHARTER SCHOOLS OMNIBUS.  S Com Sub

5-12-21  Rules
7-15-21  w/d Rules; rerefer Ed/Higher Ed; if fav Rules
8-4-21  unfav Com Sub; Sen Ed/Higher Ed Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
8-5-21  fav

COMMITTEE MEETINGS

Monday, August 9

JOINT REDISTRICTING AND ELECTIONS  3:00 p.m.  544 LOB
Agenda: Begin discussion on redistricting criteria.

TRANSPORTATION  4:00 p.m.  1027/1128 LB
HB 650  Omnibus DMV Bill.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS (continued)

Monday, August 9 (continued)

JUDICIARY

HB 805  Prevent Rioting and Civil Disorder.
SB 688  Sports Wagering.
HB 536  Law Enforcement Duty to Intervene. (for discussion only)
HB 264  Emergency Powers Accountability Act. (for discussion only)
HB 415  Update Chiropractic Laws.

4:30 p.m.  544 LOB

Tuesday, August 10

JOINT REDISTRICTING AND ELECTIONS

Agenda: Hear public comments on redistricting criteria.

8:30 a.m.  544 LOB

AGRICULTURE, ENERGY, AND ENVIRONMENT

HB 951  Modernize Energy Generation. (for discussion and public comment)

10:00 a.m.  Auditorium LB

COMMERCE AND INSURANCE

SJR 730  Katherine M.R. Bosken, Commissioner of Banks.
HB 403  Clarify Motor Vehicle Franchise Laws.

1:00 p.m.  544 LOB

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

HB 797  Delegate Tax Overpayment Refund.

2:00 p.m.  544 LOB

HEALTH CARE

HB 436  Support Law Enforcement Mental Health.
HB 447  The Jeff Rieg Law/Patients Religious Rights.
HB 608  Dignity for Women Who are Incarcerated.

2:30 p.m.  544 LOB

SARAH HOLLAND
Principal Clerk